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Travel Report  

To: 	Assistant Cosadasioner and Chief Engineer 

Through: Acting Chief Research Engineer 
Chief, hydraulics Branch 

From: 	W. E. Wagner, Engineer 

Subject: Inspection of Oroville Dam spillway site and discussions of 
Oroville Dam model studies, State of California Department 
of Water Resources 

Itinerary anti Ptinose  

I left Denver Tuesday evening, November 13, 1962, and arrived in 
Sacramento, California, the seme evening. I spent *weldor 14 dis-
cussing the model studies of the Oroville Dam spillway and the 
penstock intake structure. November 15 was spent inspecting the 
site of Oroville Dam spillway. I returned to Denver on November 16, 
1962. Travel was authorized by Travel Order No. 31513, dated 
October 19, 1962. 

The purpose of the trip les to discuss a pendia' model study of the 
Oroville Dam penstock intake system and to import and discuss the 
Oroville Dam spillway which is being studied in the hydraulic 
laboratory. 
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Pertinent References 

   

      

      

Letter from G. W. Dukleth, State of California, to Assistant Commissioner 
and Chief Engineer, dated October 11, 1962 

Personnel Contacted 

Contacts made during the 2 days included: 
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H. G. Dewey, Jr., Diviaion Engineer 
Don Thayer 
Art Bunas 
Don Owen 
Ernie James 
Bill Busby 
Ed Menuez 
Bob Iniqgez 
Bob Rutherford 
Ed Stropini 
Mark Lyons 
Sam Dulberg 
Tim Cronin 

Mr. Kenneth Bucher, who is detailed to the Hydraulics Branch to 
owlet in conducting the Oroville Dam model studies, accompanied me 
to Sacramento and participated in most of the discussions. 

placuspiona 9p November 14 

On our arrival at the Department of Water Resources offices, a meeting 
was held with Messrs. Dewy and Thayer to discuss the overall test 
program. The status of the model studies of the Oroville Dam mast 
works, diversion flows, and the tailrace surges was explained. The 
group was informed that testing on these models essentially was com-
pleted. Reliever, all laboratory work on the Oroville Project presently 
was suspended pending receipt of additional funds requested by the 
Bureau. Mk. Cronin from the Department finance group said that the 
funds would be forwarded to Denver by Friday, November 23, 1962. 

Inquiry was made as to whether or not these models were to be shipped 
to Davis, California, for us, by the Department. Mr. Dewey stated that 
no decision on the model shipments mould be made before November. He 
suggested that if the laboratory space now occupied by the models is 
needed, the model parts should be stored until a shipping decision is 
made. 

The spillway design and proposed model studies were discussed with 
Messrs. Stropini, Busby, Nenues, and Iniquez. This discussion centered 
primarily around the need for lining the proposed spillway channel and 
bow the hydraulic model of the spillway could be used to assist in 
making a final judgment. The group was advised that initial flow in 
the proposed excavated-in-rock channel could be represented in the 
model, but the location and rate of deterioration of the rock in the 
channel could not be predicted from hydraulic model tests. Tests 
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could be conducted, however, to predict the movement and deposition 
of material in the downstream river channel and to demonstrate flow 
conditions, if erosion of the excavated channel takes place. 

If the decision is made to line the channel, present plans call for a 
flip bucket to direct the spillway flows into the river channel. 
Several proposed locations for the flip buckets were discussed. The 
final location and lift of the bucket can be determined from the model 
studies. 

A request was made that additional river soundings be obtained in the 
downstream channel, particularly where the spillway flows enter the 
river channel. These soundings are needed to accurately represent 
the river channel in the model. 

Penstock Intake Structure 

The remainder of the day was spent in discussing the design and 
model studies of the penstock intake structure with Nessrs. Owen, 
James, Bunas, and Rutherford. 

This structure is unique in that the intake is inclined on a 28°  plane 
and is equipped with shutter gates at six different levels between 
maximum and minimum reservoir elevations. By opening selected shutter 
gates, the temperature of the water entering the penstock can be 
controlled within certain limits to satisfy downstream fish and farming 
requirements. 

The design of this structure presents several problems which must be 
resolved from the model studies. These problems include: (1) clearance 
of the bottom of the shutter gate when fully open, (2) vibration ten-
dencies of shutter gates, (3) hydraulic losses for intake structure 
with flow through various shutter gates, (4) characteristics of 
vortices over inlet, (5) downpull forces on inclined bulkhead gate 
during emergency closure, (6) stability of gate wtth flow past exposed 
hoisting and electrical cables, and (7) need for and extent of a 
transition from the inclined intake to the vertical penstock. 

The discussions centered about these problems and how models might 
be used to resolve them. The opinion was given that satisfactory 
answers to these problems could be obtained by appropriate models. 
The vibration and stability problems could not be solved dynamically 
from our proposed geometrically similar models, but tendencies toward 
vibration would be Indicated. 

The remainder of the day was spent with Messrs. Iniquez and Rutherford 
gathering the latest available details of components of the intake 
structure. A set of drawings showing these details was given to me. 
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November 15 was spent inspecting the Oroville 
the site of the epi1r structure and obannel. 
Messrs. Stropini, Venues, Iniques, and Bucher, we 
by state automobile at 715 am, and traveled to Orovil 
Mr, Mark 14yons, Project Geologist joined us. VC proceeded 
site, arriving about 10 *46 

The 	raptor had holed through Tunnel 1 the day before our 
and nuebg cperations were still underway. No work had been done 
=Tunnel 2 since this tunnel is (neluded in a later contract with the 
dam. Clearing of the dameite was nearing coi4etion, and stripping 
of overburden was just beginning. Roads to the contractor's caap 
and observation areas vere under construotion. 

Since most of the party had not seen tbe diversion tunnel, our first 
stop was at the entrance to Tunnel 1, where several photographs were 
taken. We then drove to the outlet portal of Tunnel 1, where drilling 
operations were still underway. Several photographs of pertinent 
features of the &mite diversion tunnel and river channel  were 
taken. 

We than proceeded up the mountain side to the site of the spillway,  
which will be off channel near the right dam abutment. The party 
then walked to the river channel down the draw in which the spillway 
channel will be constructed. We stopped at each drill hole aud 
examined a log of the hole. Cores from the drill holes were not 
available at the dealt. and were not examined. 

The gpillvey is located in a natural saddle with upstream topography 
that should give good flow conditioms in the spillway approach. The 
rock in the spilleey obeeeel in 	hibolite„ that isv, hard and tough 
where fresh and sort where weathered. Overburden ill the area varies 
from a few feet to over 50 feet. The drill hole logs shoved that 
the rook is fractured, and excavations up to 70 feet are revived in 
places to reach sound rook. 

The spillway will enter the river channel near a bend in the river,  
and it appeared that some downstream nti011410 improvement mey be 
required for satisfactory Meridian. 

Numerous photog 	of the spillway site, including the approaches 
and the downstream river channel, were taken to aid in building and 
operating the model of the spillegy now under construction in the 
hydraulic laboratory. 

The return trip to Sacramento vas made during the evening of 
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Conclusions 

Discussions with design personnel in the California Department of 
Water Resources were very informative and worthwhile. The informa-
tion gained will expedite the model studies of the spillway and 
penstock intake structure and will give a better understanding of 
the hydraulic requirements and problens involved in the operation 
of this huge project. 
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